The Tuareg (Kel Tamasheq) are an ancient
nomadic people who have inhabited the
Sahara, one of the most extreme environments
in the world, for millennia. In what ways have
the lives of the Tuareg changed, and what roles
do they have, in a modern and increasingly
globalized world? Here, leading scholars
explore the many facets of contemporary
Tuareg existence: from transnational identity to
international politics, from economy to social
structure, from music to beauty, from mobility to
slavery.
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The ancient ways of the Tuareg were largely uninterrupted until the arrival of the colonial powers during the
nineteenth century. Colonial forces divided traditional Tuareg territory across five separate new countries, causing
profound changes in the social, political and economic structure of the Tuareg. The Tuareg today continue to face
the risk of marginalisation within national and international politics. At the same time, the Tuareg are seen as a link
between the Arab and African worlds, and their familiarity with the Sahara makes them a port of call for African
migrants traversing the desert to reach Europe. Tuareg (Kel Tamasheq) between Niger, Algeria and Libya.

This book is the first comprehensive study of the Tuareg today, exploring the ways in which
the Tuareg themselves are ‘moving global’ – and increasingly switching between nomadic and urban, more
sedentary, living. While the lives of the Tuareg are transformed in an increasingly globalized world, they show
themselves to be a people linked by their creative abilities to adapt and interact with the world around them. This
book provides a comprehensive portrait of Saharan life in transition, presenting an important new theoretical
approach to the anthropology and history of the region. Dealing with issues of mobility, cosmopolitanism, and
transnational movements, this is essential reading for students and scholars of the history, culture and society of
the Tuareg, of nomadic peoples, and of North Africa more widely.

‘[This] is a book that comes at the right time,
when the need to rethink Tuareg culture – and
other African cultures – in their wider (now
‘global’) context has become widely and deeply
felt in African Studies. It embodies vast amounts
of first-class fieldwork and deploys insightful
conceptual frames in the exploration of the
empirical evidence. …I believe it will appeal not
only to established academics, but also to
students – and not only to those specialising in
the study of the Tuareg.’

‘By focusing on the transitions of Tuareg
societies whose “classical”delimitations by
ethnographers and anthropologists become
more and more doubtful… [this book] actually
takes into account the contemporary reality of
the Tuareg who live in the borderlands between
Mali, Niger, Algeria and Libya. In this context
they want to explore the consequences of the
various aspects of globalisation, and, the various
ways the Tuareg respond to and cope with
growing influences from the outside.’

Dr P.F. de Moraes Farias, Honorary Senior Fellow,
Centre of West African, Studies, University of
Birmingham

Dr Georg Klute, Professor of Social Anthropology,
University of Bayreuth
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